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CBIP Analysis 
1st Comment: As Reuters provide Year End Capital, many people did a mistake by using “Net                
Profit/Year End Capital” to get the ROE. The correct way is to use “Net Profit/Avg Equity”. 
 
2nd Comment: As we do our valuation, it will be good to record the exact dates when you did                   
the valuation. Because as time goes by, share price as well as numbers of shares changes. 
 
3rd Comment: To obtain Shares Outstanding, it is better we state the “Shares Issued” &               
“Treasury Shares”. When “Shares Issued” minus off “Treasury Shares”, we will be able to get               
Total Shares Outstanding. This is because when a company buy back shares, the Shares              
Issued remains the same but the Treasury Shares will increase, in that sense the Shares               
Outstanding would have changed. 
 
To check Shares Issued → Go to Bursa Malaysia, then to CBIP, then to Announcements,               
then to Additional listing announcements, Latest Issued Unit (538,248,352 shares). 
 
To check Treasury Shares → Go to Bursa Malaysia, then to CBIP, then to Announcements,               
then to Latest Buybacks, Total Number of Shares retained in treasury (6,909,027 shares). 
 
To get Shares Outstanding → Latest Issued Unit (538,248,352 shares) - Total Number of              
Shares retained in treasury (6,909,027 shares) = 531,339,325 shares. 
 

 
 
4th Comment: For Market Cap, Raymond uses Total Shares Outstanding times Current Share             
Price. This is generally correct if a company does not have warrants outstanding. If a company                
have warrants outstanding, then we need to make adjustments. We need to include in the               
warrants value multiply by the warrants outstanding. When the warrants are converted into the              
mother share, the number of shares being issued will be increase while the warrant outstanding               
will decrease. 
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To get Market Cap → Market Cap + Warrants Value = Market Cap + (Nos warrants                
outstanding * Warrants Market Price) 
 
There are a few types of warrants issued by investment bankers(We do not need to include                
because this is just an internal settlement between investment bankers and the warrant buyers,              
it has no effects on the company’s value). We only add in warrants issued by the company itself. 
 

 

 
When we see codes of “CA, CB, CW, HA, HB”, all these warrants are issued by Investment                 
Bankers and the Settlement is by “Cash”. 
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When it is issued by the company itself, it would have codes like “WA, WB”. The settlement will                  
be in “Physical Shares”. 
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Coastal Contracts Analysis 

 

 
 

Question: How do you view significant events (Eg. Lawsuit which might be a potential liability of                
a company?) Will you take them into consideration? (Referring to Coastal Contracts 2013             
Annual Report note 36) 
 
Answer: Yes, when there is a lawsuit, we need to factor in the full payout (worst case scenario).                  
The lawsuit cost is RM7.9Million. We need to see how much is RM7.9Million in relation to what                 
the company has. From the analysis, we know that the company has a market cap of                
RM1.5Billion & the intrinsic value is RM2.5Billion. So assuming if it is a full loss of RM7.9Million,                 
it is only 0.03%. 
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Padini Analysis 

 
1st Comment: We notice ROE for Padini has dropped since 2012. This is due to competitive                
market (Eg. Uniqlo & H&M). Therefore, do not buy and forget. We need to consistently               
understand the company and see what is happening in the industry. 
 
2nd Comment: If we see the most recent results. The cost of sales has increased but the gross                  
profit margin has actually reduced. Profit before tax also reduce as well. So perhaps the ROE                
need to adjust further down instead of using 24%. A fast method is using the most recent                 
6months. Therefore, ROE = [Profit for the year(35.4)/Equity(387.6)] x 2(Because data is for             
6months) = 18.3%. Although ROE is still above 15% but is has dropped significantly. 
 

Q&A 
 
Question1: Implementation of GST is coming soon. I think that there will be short term impact                
on consumer industry. Will you try to avoid or delay investing in company under consumer               
industry even if they are undervalued? (Referring to Padini) 
 
Answer1: First of all, Peter would want to adjust the numbers. (Eg. Instead of of using ROE                 
24%, Peter will use 18%) If the price drops to below Intrinsic Value and it gives a comfortable                  
margin of safety, Peter will consider buying as well. 
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Question2: Do you think it’s fair to treat intrinsic value as fair value of a company? How do you                   
identify a range of fair value of a company? 
 
Answer2: Yes, intrinsic value is the value of a company, what the company is worth. To identify                 
a range of fair value, 1st it depends on the return you want. 2nd It also depends on the growth                    
(which is affected by the retention rate). The 3rd is depending on the ROE. So these are the 3                   
main factor. A change in any of the 3 factor, your intrinsic value will change as well. Then we                   
can have two sets of intrinsic value (Eg. Conservative & Realistic Intrinsic Value). Say if               
Conservative IV is RM3 & Realistic IV is RM4. You know that a fair value is around RM3.50. 
 
Question3: Are sector and industry comparison on ROE, PE & EPS part of your investment               
decision making factors? 
 
Answer3: No, Peter do not look at whichever sector or industry. Sometimes Peter’s portfolio will               
be highly concentrated on consumer stocks also. Because each company is unique by itself and               
some sectors are really terrible by itself. If Peter diversify, he will end up having less of a good                   
sector and having more of a bad sector. 
 
Question4: When you were analyzing coastal contract in DEC 2014, you used (total             
equity+cash) / (Market Cap+warrant value) to verify that the stock is cheap. Do you also take                
warrant into consideration when calculating Intrinsic Value? 
 
Answer4: Yes, Peter did share in CBIP analysis as well. 
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